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WHY WE DID THE 1800 

I am proud that in 1964 my team has been able to round off 
the front drive family with the Austin 1800, which benefits from 
all the knowledge and experience accumulated over the past 
years. We retain the East to West layout with a new five
bearing engine which once again drives down to four gears, 
transmitting power to the front wheels. 

The independently sprung wheels are placed as near as 
possible at the four corners of the car. This contributes to 
accurate steering control and high standards of road holding. 

As pioneers of bold projects in the past few years we have 
been most grateful to the support that we have received from all 
kinds of people all over the world. This new design consolidates 
our position in this field. We believe that this new car will set 
new standards for performance, economy, longevity, and 
comfortable travel for up to five people, their luggage, and 
personal effects. 

Planned obsolescence is foreign to Austill thinking where 
engineering for economic long life is, and always has been, a 
first principle. Many of Lord Austin's cars are still giving 
use/ttl service with 30 years' life behind them. Ten years from 
now the new Austin 1800 will still have an up-to-date engineering 
specification. 

____ ----------~r-~------------__ ____ 
A. Issigonis 

Technical Director, 
The British Motor Corporation Ltd. 
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STYLING 

The Austin 1800 will not be out of fashion for many years 
to come- make the customer aware of this! 

(1) The easy to clean, functional lines of the body reduce 
water traps to a minimum. 

(2) The complete body shell is fully Roto-dipped to combat 
and prevent rust or corrosion. 

(3) All-steel unitary construction gives enormous strength. 
It would be true to say that this body has the stiffest 
structure ever built into a motor-car. For the technically 
minded, the torsional stiffness amounts to 13,000 
lb./in./degree. 

(4) This great stiffness materially reduces the stress on 
ancillary items of body equipment, especially the 
windscreen and rear window. Door locks and hinges are 
also relieved of racking and consequent wear. 

(5) Body stiffness also contributes in no small measure to 
the magnificent road stability of the Austin 1800. 

(6) Both front and rear wings are integral with the body, 
which means additional strength. 

(7) As a whole, the car is extremely compact and, although 
offering lots of room for five people, will easily fit the 
average garage. The overalllength is only 13 ft. 8 ik in . 
(more than 9 in. shorter than the well-known A60), the 
height 4 ft. 8t in., and the width 5ft. 6i in. 

(8) The bright trim on this car is carried out in stainless 
metal, anodized alloys, chromium plate, or bright 
plastic. 

(9) Anodized aluminium is used for the radiator grille plus 
a bright aluminium surround and horizontal bar. 

(10) The doors have chrome-iron mouldings fitted to the 
glass apertures. 

(11) Both windscreen and rear window are fitted to the body 
with extruded rubber mouldings and bright plastic 
finishers. 

(12) The bonnet is rear-hinged and covers a large, wide area 
giving excellent engine, accessibility. 

(13) On the bonnet is the heater air intake which is positioned 
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to draw in air free from the exhaust gases of other 
vehicles. 

(14) All doors are hinged at their forward edges on concealed, 
forged-steel hinges which are welded to the body pillars . 
This gives still more strength and obviates any possibility 
of the hinges becoming loose or misaligned on the pillars . 
The rear doors are fitted with children's safety catches 
for added security. 

(15) The doors are made up of full-height, pressed-steel 
inner and outer panels. 

(16) The immense shoulder room available in the Austin 
1800 stems from the general body styling which embodies 
curved side-window glasses. 

(17) The headlamps are mounted in recessed bezels which 
are easy to clean and give a measure of protection to 
the lamp glasses. 

(18) Wrap-round, chromium-plated bumpers are fitted at 
front and rear of the car. Over-riders are fitted on the 
De-luxe Saloon. 

(19) Protection is given against would-be thieves by the 
provision of a lockable cover for the petrol tank filler. 

(20) Protection is also given to the spare wheel, which is 
carried in a wind-down tray below the boot floor. This 
keeps it out of the way of road dirt and leaves maximum 
usable luggage space in the boot. 

INTERIOR APPOINTMENTS 

More room has been packed into this new Austin than exists 
in cars costing five times as much. Consider it as a box-which 
is the most useful container ever devised-and then add in
terior refinements and comfort of a high order. The result is 
maximum room in all directions stemming from simple, 
functional design. 

The selling points which follow are all of interest to potential 
customers. 
(1) Maximum interior room for modest overall dimensions. 

Remember the car is only 13ft. 8-& in. long. On the other 
hand it has an overall width of no less than 5 ft. 6i in. 
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Maximum interior room contained in modest overall dimensions 



53! inches 0/ shoulder room in Ihe 1800. 

(2) Extreme shoulder room is obtained through the use of 
curved, winding windows for the doors. 

(3) Separate front seats with adjustment for leg reach give 
armchair comfort. Fully reclining seats are available as 
an optional extra. 

(4) Rubber diaphragms and polyether pads are used for the 
cushions and squabs of the front seats to give perfect 
comfort. 

(5) The rear seats have full~depth polyether pads for the 
cushions and a spring case fo r the squab which also 
has a polyether pad. 

(6) The trim for both front and rear seats is tastefully carried 
out in P.V.C. leathercloth on the Sa loon model and real 
hide for the De-luxe Saloon. 

(7) Parcel and oddment accommodation in the 1800 has 
been carefully studied with the result that it is always 
possible to keep a tidy car. A large, full-width parcel 
shelf below the fascia will hold anything up to the length 
of an umbrella, and there is a similar shelf behind the 
rear seat squab. This rear shelf has an area of no less then 
5+ sq. ft. and will easily take a shooting stick or travel 
rug. Each door has a capacious, shaped metal pocket. 

Cars which are compact in overall dimensions usually 
carry this theme inside the car, but this is certainly not 
the case with the new Austin 1800 which size for size 
beats the lot in passenger and luggage carrying space. 
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(8) Sell the Austin 1800 on magnificent internal space 
contained in small overall dimensions. 

(9) Arm-rests are fitted to the rear doors on the De-luxe 
Saloon. 

(10) Door casings are trimmed in washable P.V.c. 
(11) The sun visors are crushable and absorb any impact

another safety feature. 
(12) Provision is built in for the fitting of B.M.C. safety belts. 
(13) An interior lamp is operated by switches in each front 

door pillar and by a switch on the lamp itself. 
(14) T here are ashtrays fitted into the backs of the fro nt seats 

for the use of rear compartment passengers. 

Fully reClining seals, which also adjusl 10 any angle, are available as 
oplional extras. 
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The layout of the driving compartment is free from ostentatious design. Everything is where it should be for the 
benefit of the driver and passengers. 

The capacious door pockets swallow up a multitude of items. Being formed in metal, they retain their shape and small 
objects cannot get lost in odd crevices. 
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(15) Twin grab rails are fitted in the rear compartment of 

the De-luxe Saloon for the assistance and additional 
comfort of passengers . 

(16) The interior mirror is tinted to reduce glare and is 
mounted above the windscreen where it does not impair 
forward vision. 

(17) Modern styling is simple and uncluttered. The fascia 
panel follows this line of thought and the result is an 
easily read strip-type speedometer placed in front of the 
driver combining mileage recorder and temperature and 
fuel gauges. An ashtray is fitted to the upper panel of the 
fascia. 

(18) In the Austin 1800 Saloon the floor covering is carried 
out in hard-wearing moulded rubber which is easy to 
clean and particularly suitable for conditions where mud 
is frequently encountered. The De-luxe Saloon has 
moulded carpet with Courtelle pile. Being moulded, 
these carpets will retain their shape and remain free 
from rucking. 

(19) For silence and durability the headlining is of moulded 
fibreglass faced with P. V.c. leathercloth and is easily 
washable. 

(20) Fresh air is ducted, independently of the heater, to out
lets positioned at each side of the fascia near the wind
screen pillars. These outlets are fitted with louvres, so 
arranged that the air stream can be directed to any 
desired area, simply by moving vertical and horizontal 
levers. In addition, the amount of air is controlled by a 
manually operated valve . 

EXTERIOR APPOINTMENTS 
These are just as important as those fitted inside the car and , 

in some respects, even more so. In these days of high-speed 
motoring perfect visibility is necessary at all times. So is the 
ability to be seen from any angle at night. The following 
exterior appointments of the Austin 1800 include several 
which are safety factors. 

(1) Chromium-plated bumpers of robust section are fitted 
at front and rear. Not only do they offer protection 
against front or rear end damage but side impacts too, 
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by virtue of the large wrap-round extremities which 
extend to the wheel arches. As further protection and 
embellishment the De-luxe Saloon is fitted with over
riders at front and rear. 

(2) To adequately indicate changes of direction the Austin 
1800 is very fully equipped with flasher lamps. These are 
fitted front and rear, and are neatly combined with the 
stop/tail lamps at rear and the front sidelights. In addi
tion, small repeater flasher lamps are neatly installed on 
the side of each wing to give even greater safety in 
crowded traffic. The rear flashers can also be seen from 
the side of the car. 

(3) Another safety measure built into the 1800 is a relay 
switch which dims the light intensity of the rear flashers 
and stop lights and the warning light when the car's 
sidelights are switched on. This gets rid of the distracting 
dazzle which over-powerful rear flashers and stop lights 
can cause ~t night. 

(4) Powerful, 7-in . diameter, sealed-beam headlamps are 
neatly insta lled in recessed bezels mounted in the front 
wings. 

(5) Twin lamps illuminate the rear number-plate. These are 
wired so that the failure of one bulb does not affect the 
other. 

(6) Convenience at night is given by the boot interior 
illuminating lamp. 

(7) The spring-assisted boot lid opens easily to reveal a 
cavernous compartment of no less than 17 cu. ft. The 
floor is flat and the sill is low, making loading and un
loading easy. Protection is given to luggage by the full 
lining which is fitted. Concealed hinges for the lid main
tain the clean lines of the 1800. 

(8) The spare wheel is carried in a wind-down tray below the 
luggage boot floor. 

(9) At the front of the car the wide, lift-up bonnet has 
concealed hinges which a re positioned at the rear edge. 
When open, a telescopic stay securely supports the lid, 
the catch being accessible from outside. 

(10) At the rear of the bonnet is the heater air intake which is 
well away from other cars' exhaust fumes. 
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This picture, and the two on the lacing page, show how compact the 
transverse engine layout is. 

ENGINEERING 

In this new Austin 1800 Alec Issigonis has superbly carried, 
to even greater heights, the principles which have been so well 
proved in the 1100 range of cars plus a number of very 
important additions which add further to safety and comfort. 
This car is in a class of its own, and the fact that no other 
manufacturer has anything like it to offer is a powerful, 
persuasive sales point. 

To fully appreciate the 1800 from the engineering angle and 
to know its revolutionary appeal, the salesman is advised to 
study the following list of engineering points and then to 
absorb the summary of 'starred' points on page 26. 

(1) The complete engine/transmission and final drive to the 
front wheels is mounted transversely across the front 
of the car. 

(2) This arrangement allows a short, falling bonnet line and 
gives maximum forward visibility. 

(3) A major advantage of the transverse engine layout is the 
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The lrallsverse transmission 
layout takes the drive from 
un outboard gear train and 
transmits it to helical spur 
wheels, forming the final 
drive. Also shown is the 
powerful magnetic filter 
which supplements the con
ventional cartridge type. 

preservation of maximum interior room for passengers 
within the shortest possible overall length. 

(4) The remarkable smoothness of the Austin 1800 engine 
stems from the use of a very rigid crankshaft assembly 
running in no less than five main bearings. The engine 
mountings are unique in that the unit is supported on 
rubber blocks, the torque reactions being taken by a 
pair of pivoted links, one attached to the cylinder block 
and the other to the face of the transmission cover. The 
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Shown here is the Hydraulic 
damper which controls any 
vertical motions of the 
engine upon its rubber 
mountings. 



Showing the remote gear change lever alld ils positioll relalive to 
the engine. 

Transverse engine layout means a short , wide bonnet and good engine 
accessibility. 
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Great sti!filess is bllilt into the 1800 body and stems from this heavily 
swaged structure with box sections at front and rear. 

vertical movements of the engine mountings are control
led in this plane by a hydraulic damper. This attention 
to mounting details, coupled with the rigid, five-bearing 
crankshaft, gives smoothness akin to a six-cylinder engine. 

(5) To further ensure smoothness and silence, the gear lever 
is rubber-mounted to the car floor and is connected to the 
transmission by flexible cables. The lever is therefore . 
fully insulated from all mechanical reactions of the engine 
and from the body. 

(6) Front-wheel drive eliminates the need for a long propeller 
shaft, saves weight, reduces vibration and maintenance, 
and allows the exhaust pipe to be in what is normally the 
transmission tunnel. 

(7) For the first time an Austin car is fitted with an all
synchromesh gearbox-synchromesh on each of the four 
forward speeds give easy, relaxed driving, especially in 
ci ty traffic. 
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The froll t disc brakes are 
self-adjusting and heavily . 
shrouded, 

(8) Great thought has been given to the braking system of 
the 1800. To give safe, sure stopping power the system is 
servo-assisted. Shrouded disc brakes are used at the front, 
and drums at the rear with leading and trailing shoes. To 
correctly apportion braking effort between front and 
rear wheels a 'G '-conscious pressure reducing va1veis 
fitted. A full description of this appears on page 36 of 
this Sales Promotion Manual. The total swept frictional 
area of the brakes is 282 sq. in. 

(9) To accommodate all likely conditions of use, a standard 
final-drive; fittio of 4·19 : 1 (16/67) is fitted , but the 
option is off~fed of 3·882 : 1 (17/66). This latter ratio is 
partieularIy suitable for sustained fast driving and 
reduces engine speed to save wear and fuel. 

(10) The combination of front-wheel drive, all independent 
Hydrolastic suspension, rack-and-pinion steering, and 
servo-assisted brakes adds up to a car which has no 
parallel in the British motor-car industry. 

(II) The 1800 is unique but proved. The concept has been 
well-tried and tested in the famous Austin 1100, whilst 
transverse engine and front-wheel drive layout came with 
the Mini, upon the achievements of which there is no 
need to dwell . In other words, the Austin 1800 is no 
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sudden design flash but the logical and proved realization 
of what was started so successfully with the Mini . 

(12) With the advent of the proved Austin 1100, Hydrolastic 
suspension with fluid interconnection made its mark in 
no uncertain fashion on the world's motor industry and 
has now been embodied in the 1800. 

(13) The transverse engine, curve-sided body, and large floor 
area mean that in the Austin 1800 no less than 70 per 
cent. of the car is given over to passenger and luggage 
accommodation. 

(14) The proportion of interior space in relation to modest 
overall dimensions has no equal in car engineering. 

AUSTIN 1800 STARRED ENGINEERING 
FEATURES FOR THE SALESMAN 

* Transverse engine/transmission layout. 
* Front-wheel drive. 
* Hydrolastic suspension with front/rear interconnection. 
* Suspension is independent to all four wheels. 
* Separate shock absorbers not used. 
* Transverse anti-roll bar at the rear. 
* Rack-and-pinion steering. 
* Servo-assisted braking with discs at front and 'G'-conscious 

reducing valve. 
* Dunlop S.P. tyres for extra security and grip. 
* Only one grease nipple on the entire car. 
* One oil filler for engine/transmission. 
* Cooling system is pressurized and has expansion tank to 

obviate frequent need for topping up. 
* Diaphragm spring-plate clutch for smooth power trans

mission. 
* For the first time Austin offer a four-speed, all-synchro

mesh gearbox. 
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* The gear change lever embodies a major illliovation in that 
the gearbox is controlled from the lever by flexible 
cables. The lever is rubber-mounted and insulated from 

. the car floor. In this arrangement no engine noise or 
tremor can be conveyed to the lever or car interior. 

* Engine mountings combine rubber blocks and torque 
reaction pivoted links. Vertical movements are taken care 

. of by a hydraulic damper. 
* Electrical wiring system is divided into three main sections 

which makes installation and servicing easy. This system, 
developed by A.M.P. (G.B.) Ltd. in collaboration with 
B. M.e., is described on page 34. 

01< The. entire body shell is Roto-dipped to prevent rust 
attack and corrosion. This is described below. 

PROTECTING THE BODY SHELL 

To ensure longevity the entire body shell is immersed in a 
rust-inhibiting fluid which effectively coats it, inside and out. 
The Rotodip process consists of fully immersing the body 
and rotating it in a six-stage phosphating machine, passing it 
through a dry-off oven, a dip tank of special rust-inhibiting 
priming paint, and a primer bake oven. All the processes are 
continuous and automatic. 

To move through the machine the unpainted car body is 
mounted on a long metal spit, which has a sprocket at one end. 
The sprocket runs on a toothed rack, so that the spit-and the 
body clamped to it rotate as they move. 

In the phosphating section the spitted body is lowered into 
various tanks while rotating. At the same time high-pressure 
jets spray the solution, so that every bare metal portion of the 
body is treated, both inside and outside. 

The first tank contains a heated alkali to remove oil and 
other contaminants. The second tank contains a cold water 
rinse, and the third a hot water rinse, to make sure the body 
is perfectly clean before it enters the phosphating tank. 
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The phosphating is followed by a hot water rinse and then 
by a heated chomic acid rinse. The body completes two slow 
revolutions in each tank. 

After phosphating the body is dried in an oven. Then it is 
dipped in a 5,000-gallon tank of primer, remaining there for 
3i minutes. This means that every particle of bare metal 
receives a coating of paint. Excess paint drains away 'through 
special holes drilled in body panels and other enclosed parts. 

The painted body is baked in an oven for 35 minutes at 
3000 F. 

Finally, the underside of the body is sprayed with a special 
sealer and anti-drum compound. 

The body is then removed from the spit and placed on the 
normal paint line. When it finally emerges it has seven coats 
to protect it. 

In terms of easy body maintenance and long vehicle life, the 
B.M.C. Rotodip process marks a significant advance in vehicle 
manufacture. 

SERVICING 

(J) Servicing is reduced to a minimum. All that is required 
is an engine/transmission oil change at the prescribed 
intervals, and at the same time attention to the single 
oiling nipple which is fitted to the hand brake cable 
casing. This is the only oiling nipple on the entire car! 

(2) The cooling system is pressurized and has an expansion 
tank so that, barring leaks, the water level should only 
need examining at very infrequent intervals. Even water 
pump lubrication is eliminated, as this component is 
fitted with a pre-packed bearing. 

(3) To ensure bearing surface longevity in the engine and 
gear train, a gauze strainer with a magnet is fitted in the 
sump. This effectively prevents any metallic particles 
from circulating in the oil to the bearing surfaces. In 
addition to this, the external full flow oil filter takes care 
of foreign matter in the oil. 
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Sealed crankcase. Dirt is 
excluded from the Austin 
1800 crankcase by elimina
tion of the conventional 
breather which is replaced 
by a Smith's automatic 
one-way valve. 

t4) Simplicity for the owner is the keynote of this outstanding 
design! One filling orifice takes care of engine/gearbox 
and final drive, which in the ordinary car require separate 
attentions and at differing mileage intervals. 

(5) All this attention to servicing detail pays off so far as the 
customer is concerned because his car spends less time 
on a service ramp and more on the road , which is where 
he wants it! 

Detail of the Smith's breather vallie 
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THE PRINCIPLE OF HYDRO LAS TIC 
SUSPENSION 

The outstanding feature is its simplicty of operation. The 
front and rear Hydrolastic displacers on each side of the car 
are interconnected by a small bore pipe. The system is 
hermetically sealed and therefore never needs any further 
attention during the normal working life of the car. Each 
displacer incorporates a 'rubber spring', and damping of the 
system is achieve<J by rubber valves so that when a road wheel 
is deflected, fluid is displaced to the corresponding suspension 
unit. In turn, it is raised in anticipation of its wheel encounter
ing the cause of its counterpart's deflection. The rubber springs 
are only slightly brought into play and the car is freed from 

. any tendency to pitch although full play is given to wheel 
movement, producing a soft ride. 

When front and rear wheels encounter a simultaneous 
deflection the fluid suspension stiffens in response to the up
ward motion and, while acting as a damping medium, transfers 
the load to the rubber springs giving a controlled, vertical, 
but level motion to the car. 

Nose rises in response to upward motion of rear wheels-no pitch! 
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Tail rises in response to upward movement of iont wheels eliminating 
pitch. 

t==J1 

Suspension stiffens in response to upward motion of front and rear 
wheels, giving controlled, level, vertical movement. 

The restriction of the fluid flow, imposed by the small bore 
piping, rises with the speed of the car. The ride is therefore 
steadied at high speeds and softened at low speeds- a most 
satisfying condition hitherto only achieved by complex and 
costly means. 

The drawings reproduced here are diagrammatic so that the 
principle of 'Hydrolastic' suspension is easily seen. In the 
actual car the front suspension units a re mounted horizontally 
across the engine bulkhead. 
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De/ails (above) of /he /ransversely moull/ed FOllt slIspension ulli/s. 
Below is the arrallgement of the rear units. 
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SIMPLIFIED WIRING FOR THE AUSTIN 
1800 

The wiring installation in the J 800 is unique and has been 
evolved by A.M.P. (G.B.) Ltd. in collaboration with B.M.C. 
engineers. This new wiring design divides what is normally a 
continuous harness into three main sections, as follows: 

(I) The main link between the engine and car interior via a 
bulkhead connector which is shown here. 

(2) The link-up, via a special 'Fastin, Faston' plug and 
socket, from instrument panel to the rear section. 

(3) A link from the steeri ng-column switch to the instrument 
panel. 

The advantages of this new system are : 

(a) The engine can be wired and pre-tested before installa
tion. 

(b) Installation and testing of the complete electrical 
system is made simpler and quicker. Each separate 
section can be assembled in the main body after testing. 

(c) Facilitates servicing and repair. 
(d) Simplifies easy 

additional fitting 
of extra equip
ment, e.g. cigar
ettelighter, radio, 
extra lights, etc., 
which can be 
separately fused 
(additional soc
kets are provided 
in the bulkhead 
connector). 

This is the special bulk
head connector used in the 
wiring of the Austin 1800. 
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SAFE CONTROLLED BRAKING 

The Girling, 'G'-Conscious, Pressure
Reducing Valve 

The considerable increase in performance of cars during 
recent years has emphasized the need for a skid-prevention 
device permitting the minimum practicable stopping distance 
to be achieved with maximum safety. 

The investigations of the Road Laboratory have demon
strated, beyond dou bt, that directional stability can be 
ensured by the avoidance of rear wheel locking before the 
front. Whilst this requirement can be achieved readily by the 
selection of a braking effort being applied by the front brakes 
this penalizes the deceleration attainable on low coefficient 
surfaces, when premature front wheel locking will occur. 

To secure the optimum stopping distance under all road 
adhesion conditions it is necessary, therefore, to vary the 
braking ratio with deceleration, to match the transference of 
effective load from the rear to the front wheels as the decelera
tion increases, ensuring that all four wheels can be locked on 
all road surfaces without loss of stability. 

From this description it will be realized that the required 
device must be sensitive to vehicle deceleration, to provide 
consistent performance under all vehicle-loading conditions, 
irrespective of the hydraulic pressure required to achieve any 
given deceleration. Furthermore, the device must offer a 
progressive change in rear brake output, consistent with the 
reducing load borne by the rear wheels with increasing 
deceleration. 

The use of a simple cut-off valve provides an approach to 
the required braking stability, but penalizes the maximum 
attainable deceleration under adverse conditions. 

Hitherto, the only systems capable of the required control 
have incorporated complicated, heavy, and costly power 
sources to adjust the braking effort as the controlled wheels 
approached the point of locking. 

In the case of the Girling 'G' Valve fitted to the Austin J 800, 
complete control is effected by a combined pressure trans
ducer and cut-off valve mounted in the brake line. 
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This unit provides the following benefits: 
(I) Eliminates danger of initial rear wheel locking. 
(2) Prevents premature front wheel locking on low co

efficient surfaces. 
(3) Provides a significant reduction in s~oppin~ d.istances 

relative to a conventional fixed brak1l1g ratIO 1I1stalla
tion under all adhesion conditions. 

(4) Balances and reduces front/rear brake lining wear. 
(5) Provides automatic correction of braking ratio due to 

variation in road gradient. 
(6) Reduces pedal effort for all normal, non-emergency 

brake applications. 
(7) Completely 'fail-safe' in operation . 

TO FRONT BRAKES -

ST O P LIGH T SWITCH FROM MASTER CYLINDER 

Showing the arrangement 0/ the Girling 'G'-conscious pressure· 
reducing valve. 
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ACCESSORIES 

The following B.M.C. Approved Accessories are available 
for the Austin 1800. 

Anti-mist panels. 
Auxiliary lamps. 
Battery charger. 
Bonnet lock. 
Cigarette lighter. 
Exhaust trim. 
Fire extinguishers. 
Rad iator muff. 

Reversing lamps. 
Roof racks. 
Rubber mats. 
Seat belts. 
Seat covers. 
Travel rugs. 
Wing mirrors. 

B.M .C. approved accessories can be used to enhance still further 
the driver and passenger facilities built into the Austin 1800. 
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COLOURS AND TRIM 

Exterior Colour 
Almond Green. 
Black. 
Canyon Grey. 
Cumulus Grey. 
Maroon B. 
Persian Blue. 
Snow berry White. 
Titian Beige. 

PERFORMANCE 

Trim Colour 
Hazelnut, or D ove Grey. 
Cherokee Red or Ecru Beige. 
Hazelnut or Reef Blue. 
Reef Blue, Cherokee Red , or Black. 
Hazelnut, or Ecru Beige. 
Dove Grey, or Ecru Beige. 
Hazelnut, Cherokee Red, or Black. 
Hazelnut, or Ecru Beige. 

The following figures have been obtained by factory Road 
Proving Engineers with prototype cars having ignition and 
carburetter settings to give the best balance of performance 
with economy. 

Acceleration 

From rest through the gears: 
0-30 m.p.h. 
0-40 m .p.h. 
0- 50 m.p.h. 
0-60 m.p.h. 
0-70 m.p.h. 
Standing t mile 

On Upper Ratios 

10- 30 m.p .h. 
20- 40 m.p.h. 
30- 50 m.p.h . 
40- 60 m.p.h. 
50- 70 m.p.h. 
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4·5 sec. 
7·3 sec. 

11·5 sec. 
15 ·5 sec. 
22·5 sec. 
20·2 sec. 

Top Gear 
9·0 sec. 
9·3 sec. 
9·6 sec. 

10·9 sec. 
13·3 sec. 

Third Gear 
6,2 sec. 
6·0 sec. 
6·9 sec. 
8·5 sec. 

11 ·5 sec. 



g 
00 

.~ 

Maximum Speeds 

Corrected Speeds in gears: 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
Top (mean) 
Top (best) 

Fuel Consumption 

At steady speeds: 

30 m.p.h. 
45 m.p.h. 
70 m.p.h. 
91 m.p.h. 
92 m.p.h. (approx.) 

48 m.p.g. at constant 30 m.p.h. on level. 
42 m.p.g. at constant 40 m.p.h. on level. 
38 m.p.g. at constant 50 m.p.h. on level. 
35 m.p.g. at constant 60 m.p.h. on level. 

28t m.p.g. at constant 70 m.p.h. on level. 
2St m.p.g. at constant 80 m.p.h . on level. 

Touring fuel consumption: 
(Based on cruising speed of around 60 m.p.h., less allowance 
for acceleration and hill-climbing) = 33 m.p.g. (approx.) 

Fuel tank capacity: lOt gallons (47·7 litres). 

SPECIFICATION 

ENGINE 
Water-cooled, overhead-valve, four-cylinder. Five-bearing crank

shaft, counterbalanced and fitted with vibration damper. In unit 
with clutch, gearbox, and final drive; installed transversely at front 
of car. Bore 3·16 in. (80·26 mm.); stroke 3·5 in. (88·9 mm.) ; cubic 
capacity 109·75 cu. in. (1798 c.c.); compression ratio 8·2: I 
(6·8 : 1 if required). Maximum power (8·2 : 1) 84 b.h.p. at 5,300 
r.p.m.; maximum torque 99 lb. ft. at 2,100 r.p.m. 
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Fuel System: S.U .. c~rburetter, type HS6 with paper-element a ir 
cleaner a~d warm-air IIltake. S.U. electric fuel pump, type S.P.; 
fuel filter In pump and tank. Tank capacity lOt gallons (47'7 litre). 
. Lubrication System: Fu ll-pressure feed. Sump forms oil bat h fo r 
gearbox and final drive ; internal gear-type pump driven by cam
shaft ; external full-flow filter; gauze fi lter in sump with internal 
magne.t; total oil capacity 13t pints (7,81 litres) plus I t pints 
(0'71 litre) for external fi lter. 

Ignition System: 12-volt coil, and distributor with automatic 
and vacuum controlled advance and retard. 

Cooling System: Closed, pressurized system with expansion tank 
pump, fan, and thermostat. Capacity 8+ pints (4·83 litres) plu~ 
I pint (0 '57 litre) for heater. -

<;lutch: Single dry I?late, 8 in. (0·20 m.) diameter, with diaphragm 
spring plate; hydrauhc operat ion by pendent pedal. . 

Gearbox: Fo ur-speed wi.th synchromesh on 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and top, 
central. gear lever ru.bber-lI1su lated from body floor operates box 
by fleXible cables. FlI1al drive casi ng in unit with engine and gear
box; standard ratio: 4'19 : 1 (16/67), alternative ratio: 3·882: I 
(J 7/66). Dnve to front wheels via helica l spur gea rs and open dl'ive 
shafts with universal joints. 

Gear Road Speeds 
Ratios Gearbox Filial Drive Overall at 1,000 r.]J.m. 

Reverse 3·075 : 1 - 12·88 : 1 -
1st 3·292: 1 - 13·79 : I 4·98 m.p.h. 
2nd 2·217: I - 9·29 : I 7·39 m.p.h . 
3rd 1·384 : 1 - 5·80: I 11 ·84 m.p.h. 
Top 1·00 : 1 4·19 : 1 (J 6/67) 4·19 : 1 16·39 m.p.h. 

St~ering: Rack-~Ild-pinion: 4-4 turns lock to lock; two-spoke 
16t Ill . (0-41 m.) diameter steen ng-wheel. Track- front, 4 ft. 8 in . 
(1-43 m.) , rear, 4 ft. 7t in . (1-41 m.). Turning circle 37 ft . (1 1'30 m.). 

Suspension: Front- independent with upper and lower arms and 
l ~cating tie~rods, swivel axles mounted on ball joints. Hydrolast ic 
dlsplacers (I11ter:connected front to rear) are mounted horizontally 
111 front.suspen~l.oll tube ac~oss front of bulkhead. Rear- indepen
dent With tralll11g arms II1corporat ing Hydrolastic displacers ; 
anti- roll bar fitted to rear suspension. 
~rakes : Foot-hydraulica llyoperated by pendent pedal with servo 

ass ista nce. Fron~ 9-:& 111 . (0'24 m.) diameter disc, self-adjusting. 
Rear, 9 Ill . X 1 t 111 . (0'23 m. x 0·045 m.) drums with lead ing and 
tra lltng shoes. A 'G '-conscious pressure-reducing valve is fitted 
between front and. rear br~kes to provide balallced brak ing effort. 
Hand brake lever IS operative on rear wheels only. 

Road wheels : Pressed-steel , five-stud fixi ng 175 mm.-13 in . 
Dunlop S.P. tubeless tyres. 
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Electrical: 12-volt, 50-amp.-hour batte ry at 20-hour rate. Double· 
dipping headlamps with foot-operated dip switch, head lamp 
flasher incorporated in direction flasher switch; sidelamps in unit 
with sepa rate flasher lamps; small repeater flashe rs on sides of front. 
wings, rear lamps in unit with separate flashers and reflectors; 
rear flashers and stop lamps automat ically dim when sidelamps are 
on ; self-cancelling flasher switch lever incorporating warning light 
which is automatically dimmed when sidelights are on. Twin lamps 
for rear number-plate are wired so that failure of one does not affect 
the other. Twin-blade, self-switching windscreen wipers. Single 
windtone horn with horn-push in steering-wheel centre. Inter ior lamp 
on door centre pillar with manual switch and courtesy switches on 
front doors . Concea led illumination fo r instruments. Boot interior 
lamp; 

Instruments : Ribbon-type speedometer with mileage recorder, 
combined with water temperature and fuel gauges. Head/sidelamp 
switch ; combined ignition and starter switch ; warning lights to 
show low o il pressure, dirty oi l filter, head lamp high-beam, and 
generator not charging. Manually operated windscreen washer. 

Coachwork : Five/six-seater; four-door, six-light saloon of a ll-steel 
unitary const ruction; full-width fascia incorporati ng inst ruments, 
switches, and warning lights, the upper surface is trimmed in black 
vinyl-coated fabric to eli minate glare and incorporates an upper and 
lower padded crash roll; a th ird crash roll is fitted on the full
width parcel shelf below the fascia. An ashtray is fitted in the fascia 
top panel and two are provided in the front seat backs for rear 
passengers. Single interior tinted mirror. Single, crushable sun visor. 
Separate front seats, both adjustable for leg reach, cushions and 
squabs comprise rubber diaphragms with polyether pads trimmed 
in vinyl-coated fabric. Rear seat has metal seat pan with full-dept h 
polyether pad; rear squab is spring case wi th polyether pad, 
trimmed in vinyl-coated fabric. Parcel shelf of large dimensions 
behind rear seat sq uab. Doors hung at forward edges by concea led 
hinges; a ll doors fitted with curved wi nd-down safety-glass win
dows, both front doors fitted with outside private locks, rear doors 
have children's safety catches; large open pockets on front doors 
and smaller ones to rear doors. Door casings trimmed in vi nyl-coated 
fabric. Roof lining of moulded fibreglass faced wi th vinyl-coated 
fabric. Floor covered with moulded rubber mats. Curved, toughened 
plate glass for windscreen and back-light, both mounted in rubber 
mouldings with bright plastic exterior finishers. Provision for fitting 
radio. Seat belt anchorage points built in . Lockable 17 cu. ft. 
(0-48 m.") boot at rear, fully lined; li ft-up spr ing-assisted lid with 
concealed hinges; boot interior lamp. Spare wheel carried in wind
down tray below boot floor. Chromium-plated bumpers front and 
rear. 

The above specification covers the 1800 Saloon but a De-luxe 
Saloon is ava ilable which includes the fo llowing items. Dual wind
tone horns: passenger's sun visor; hide trim for seats; arm-rests on 
rea r doors; moul ded carpets; opening quarter-lights; sill tread-
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plates; cant rail grab handles; wheel discs; heater/demister ; 
bumper over-riders front and rear. 

Optional Extras: 1800 Saloon, heater/demister, fully reclining 
seat squabs, 1800 De-luxe Saloon, fully reclining seat squabs, rear 
seat folding centre arm-rest. 

Export Availability: To meet world market requirements the 
following variations from the standard specification are available . 
for Export at no extra charge: right- or left-hand steering; m.p.h. 
or km.p.h. speedometer; lighting and flasher equipment to suit 
various overseas regulations. Optional equipment at extra cost is 
as follows : Heater/demister; fuUy-reclining seat squabs; rear seat 
folding centre arm-rest on De-luxe Saloon; laminated windscreen. 

DIMENSIONS 

~-------------- w --------~----, 

~.------~-----------------
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A 
371-in . 

(0'96 m.) 

F 
2 1! in. 

(0 '55 m.) 

J (max.) 
16t in. 

(0·42 m .) 

M(max.) 
46 in. 

( 1·17 m.) 

01 
26 in . 

(0·66 m.) 

U 
56t in. 

(1 '44 m .) 

Z 
164,0.. in . 
(4'17 m.) 

B 
371- in. 

(0·95 m.) 

G 
13 in. 

(0'33 m.) 

J (min .) 
9t in . 

(0·24 m .) 

M (min.) 
43 in. 

(1'09 m.) 

02 
52 in . 

( 1'32 Ill.) 

V 
5H in . 

( 1'36 m .) 

AA 
35 in . 

(0'89 m .) 

C 0 E 
18 in . 19 in. 20 in. 

(0·46 m.) (0-48 m. ) (0·5 1 m.) 

H r (max .) I (min.) 
13t in . 17 in. 10 in. 

(0·34 m .) (0-43 m.) (0·25 m .) 

K L (max.) L (min .) 
6 in. 46* in . 40 in . 

(0 ' 15 m.) ( 1' 17 m .) (I ·02 m .) 

N 0 P 
19 in . ]6 in . 48 in. 

(0'48 m.) (0'9 1 m .) (1·22 m.) 

R S T 
56 in . 571-in. 57! in . 

(1'42 m.) ( 1-47 m .) (I ·46 m .) 

W X Y 
106 in . 56! in . 66t in . 

(2'69 m.) ( 1-43 m.) ( 1'70 m .) 

AB Ground clea rance 6i in. (0· 17 m.) 33 in. Approx. weighl22i cwl. ( 11 50 kg.) (0 '84 m.) 
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